
Title Description Segment Price Device
AmpliTube for iPad Universal Paid iPad

AudioTools Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone/ 

iPad

Band

A whole band at your finger tips!
A collection of virtual instruments designed to take full advantage of the 
touchscreen. Complex chords of up to 5 notes playable in real time, and 
instruments visually respond to to touch. Record, over-dub and mix 
together into a final track for playback. Create music yourself from 
scratch!

Universal Paid iPhone

Bubble Harp

Beautiful, entrancing, art/music app.
Draws bubbles around your fingertips, recording and replaying your 
movements while creating music. Initially only accessible as an 
interactive artwork in galleries and museums - now on your mobile 
device! A combination of drawing, animation, music, art, geometry and 
games - beautiful, soothing and fascinating.

Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

DoReMemory Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

GuitarToolkit

All you need to play or study the guitar!
Learn to play the guitar, 6 and 12 string, or bass, banjo, mandolin and 
ukulele!
Much loved, especially as the sensitive and stable tuner and metronome 
features enable you to save on hardware. Massive chord library (over 
500 000 chords), chord finder, scales references, and left-handed 
option.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Hexaphone - iOS Keyboard

Small, but expressive!
A musical keyboard designed to take full advantage of iOS size.
Provides a smaller number of large, selected keys, depending on the 
type of music you want to play. Includes background drum loops, a 
motion filter similar to a wah-wah pedal, song recording and sharing, 
and export via AudioCopy or WAV file. 

Universal Paid iPhone



iBone - the Pocket Trombone

The Trombone on your mobile device!
A great tool for trombonists, but anyone can play! Touch or blow to 
make a sound, slide your finger to change pitch, raise and lower the bell 
to change volume! Practice, learn scales and songs, or play-along to 
music from your iPod library!

Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

iBone XL

The Trombone on your mobile device!
The much-loved trombone app - now in XL for iPad! 
Touch or blow to make a sound, slide your finger to change pitch, raise 
and lower the bell to change volume! Practice, learn scales and songs, 
or play-along to music from your iPod library.

Universal Paid iPad

Jellybean Tunes Holiday Edition Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Karajan® Beginner - Music & Ear Trainer

Train your ear!
Useful for music theory students, as well as amateur musicians. An easy-
to-use training application with lessons for learning to recognize 
intervals, chords, scales, pitch and tempo with detailed statistics. 4 
different play modes and 5 built-in instruments mean that you can really 
work on training your music theory abilities. 

Secondary Free iPhone

KORG iELECTRIBE Universal Paid iPad

Magic Piano

Soothing, entrancing, magical piano-playing app.
Play timeless classics on spiral, circular or regular keyboards and follow 
beams of light to guide you to the right notes. A large range of pieces 
including Bach’s Prelude in C, Amazing Grace, Pachelbel’s Canon in D. 
You can also play duets online, or listen to other players.

Universal Paid iPad

Music Studio Lite Universal Free iPhone/ 
iPad



Nota for iPad

An application which presents the basics of music notation, and take 
more advanced users through to sophisticated musical concepts.
Nota for iPad features a 4 octave piano that displays the notes on a staff, 
as well as a full screen landscape mode piano for practicing. 
Students can review fundamental music theory, and test their 
knowledge with note quiz tests. 
Fixed Do Solfège mode available.
Features for advanced students and musicians include:
- comprehensive scales browser with common and exotic scales, which 
shows and plays the scale, displaying the notes...
- chords browser which plays the chords in any, inverts them...
- an extensive reference library including the Circle of Fifths, accents, 
accidentals, lines, breaks, clefs, key signatures, dynamics, note 
relationships, durations, repetition and codas, time signatures...

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

Octavian

An essential cheat sheet for keyboardists!
An authoritative musical reference tool for any musician, student, 
composer, songwriter, pianist, keyboard player or hobbyist, playing 
classical, jazz, blues or rock. Instant access to over 20 scales and 50 
chords, with any root note and in any mode or inversion. 

Universal Paid iPhone

Percussive Universal Paid iPad

Pro Keys

Showcase your iPad piano-playing!
A multi-instrument polyphonic keyboard created exclusively for iPad. A 
very playable interface with 2 independent drum/piano keyboard 
modules, and 17 studio quality presets. Play with a friend in mirrored 
keyboard mode! Overdubbing, loop player and vocal recorder features - 
a great tool for songwriters, beat-boxers or just for fun!

Universal Paid iPad

Seline HD - Music Instrument Universal Paid iPad
Six Strings Universal Paid iPad



SonataNote

Attractive presentation of musical scores, with music played.
Traditional paper look, library of scores, you can class by composer or 
instrument. Flexible playing speeds, app highlights current position, and 
turns pages automatically. Beautiful graphics and sound.

Universal Free iPad

Sonic Wire Sculptor

Turn your 3D drawing into sound!
Easy to grasp, yet deep - a great app for creating experimental music in 
a unique way. Based on a musical instrument by Amit Pitaru shown in 
museums and galleries worldwide. Explore new ideas in music, art and 
their relation, and share them by twitter or email!

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

TabToolkit Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

ThumbJam

Ever wished you could jam? 
This app opens the way for even musical novices to experience the 
power of improvisation and musical creation. Over 30 instruments 
sampled exclusively, plus an outstanding range of expressive features. 
Broadcasts tempo, key and scale to other nearby devices so you can 
even jam with friends!.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone/ 

iPad

Trumpet Pro HD Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

unrealBook

All your music in one place!
When audiences request a tune - you’ll have it handy.
Transport your complete library of music or lyrics in PDF on your iPad.
Alphabetized and indexed list makes it easy to find the song you’re 
looking for.
Extensive sharing includes emailing screenshot for swift sharing with 
collaborators.

Universal Paid iPad

AudioTools Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad


